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Sage Design

W

anting to update their classic colonial, the
clients asked designer Kathy Hodge for a
clean, transitional look for the renovation,

which included this master bath. Here, the “wow” factor
was a custom marble mosaic floor; its field is composed
of 3/4-inch Carrara marble, with its border and
geometric pattern rendered in white Thassos marble.
“The floor was our inspiration,” notes Hodge, who
applied the same palette, and the sensual geometry of
lines and curves, to a space that is serene and refined
in its simplicity. The egg-shaped bath is an inviting,
sculptural piece, perfectly placed adjacent to the room’s
eaves, where the designer has thoughtfully added some
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extra, recessed storage spaces. The shower features the
same marble mosaic as the floor, rendered here in a simpler, linear pattern. The vanity and cabinetry are custom
made, and the room’s three mirrors, framed in white
casings, feature a surprise: The center mirror transforms
to a television screen at the touch of the remote—great
for catching news and weather on busy mornings. –JO
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aving commissioned a painting of her husband’s favorite
golf course—the Country Club of Fairfield—for his fiftieth
birthday, designer Kathy Hodge constructed a rich, dark,

and seductive man-cave around it.
“At night, when we switch on the picture light, the artwork is a
lovely focal point for this room,” says Kathy.
Unlike many dens that the ladies of the house pass by, she
confesses that its comfortable appointments and big-screen TV
have become a lure for chick-flick watching with her daughters on
weekends.
Contributing to the room’s allure are high-gloss, chocolate brown
walls. Hodge has filled bookshelves, finished in the same paint
treatment, with family mementos and beautiful sets of leather-bound
books. The bright colors of the accessories add light and texture
to the deep-hued scheme, which includes a pair of very cozy navy
sofas. For contrast, the best seat in the room—a favorite chair that
the designer covered in bright-orange velvet—enlivens the space and
keeps its occupant blissfully comfortable. –JO

nterior design:

Builder:

Kathy Hodge, Sage Design
Fairfield
203-292-9245
sagedesign.com

RSB Builders
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finalists Living Spaces
Sage Design
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emoving the chimney was the first
structural step taken by a Fairfield
couple to bring their antique colo-

nial home into the twenty-first century. This
strategy gave the builder and the designer,
Kathy Hodge, the freedom to create an open
plan for the home’s public spaces.
“This is a young family, and they were
looking to open this area to the other rooms
and make it a useable space. The chimney
had blocked it from the kitchen, which is
right next to it,” says the designer.
Maintaining the overall palette of grays,

navy, and white, and employing a chic
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modern vibe, Hodge created a comforting
space, replacing the old hearth with a gas
fireplace and surrounding it with easy-care,
contemporary furnishings. A highlight of her
design is the custom rug made of cowhide
squares, lending texture and cohesion to this
extremely comfortable gathering space. –JO
Interior Design:

Kathy Hodge, Sage Design
Fairfield, sagedesign.com
construction:

Sweeney Construction
Greenwich, 203-515-1956
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